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esa Regatta PRO: turns your iPhone into a professional tool for
navigation.
esa Regatta PRO represents a major evolution from the base version esa
Regatta.
It 'a comprehensive tool that will make you able to handle all stages of the race with
a precision and simplicity that were previously unthinkable.
Many improvements was made in all the pages of the program, thanks to two years
of use on all race courses of the Mediterranean in boats absolute level.
1. The start procedure works with the line
positioned at any angle to the true wind
direction. It can, therefore, also manage at
best starts with the crosswind or
downwind.
2. The Info page (or Dashboard) has been
expanded with the addition of the 'GPS’
button, by the pressure of which can be
called at the same time the data SOG,
COG, LATITUDE and LONGITUDE, and
the key ‘Depth' very useful in coastal
navigation.
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esa Regatta PRO: news.
3.

In the toolbar to add an icon that shows the status of the GPS, green if it receives the
signal correctly, orange if the reception is poor, red (as shown) if the signal is not
received;
This information is very important in the process of positioning the starting marks,
because it could set the wrong positions if the GPS is not receiving properly.

4.Calculation of the current in magnitude and direction (DRIFT, SET), as been added,
separating it from the boat’s leeway.
5.Module laylines has been introduced for the calculation of time and distance to laylines.
6.A page has been introduced for the management of user waypoints, divided in geographical
areas.
7.A page of 'Advanced Settings has been added ’ to allow setting position of the GPS antenna
over the bow, in order to optimize the starting procedure, and maximum leeway angle for your
boat, useful for improving the current calculation.
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Why to Buy Regatta PRO?

A big step forward towards a complete and indispensable instrument for
navigating in the races.
The new layline module allows you to have constantly monitor your
position relative to the course mark selected, displaying in a single page
all the necessary information to the navigator.
A sophisticated algorithm calculates the leeway of the boat and the
current giving high precision results
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How to Buy Regatta PRO?
You can upgrade your Esa Regatta App to the PRO version, purchasing it
directly from the App Store, using the In App Purchase feature.
You must scroll the application pages to the right, arriving to the Laylines page
shadowed in which appear the following message:

Why to Buy Regatta PRO?
Clicking on ‘More Info’ you will open a new page with the cost of the Upgrade and
the extra features.
If you accept to buy it, simply press the ‘Buy’ button.
If you don’t want to buy now, press the ‘X’ in the upper left corner to come back.
If you have already purchased the PRO version with another device, press
‘Restore’ button to download it in the new device without having to pay again.

Why to Buy Regatta PRO?
If you have pressed ‘Buy’ or ‘Restore’ buttons, you are requested to introduce the password
to enter the Apple Store with your Apple ID.
If you want to Restore your purchase in a new device, remember to use the same Apple ID
used to purchase it.
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Hardware and software requirements of Apple devices.

esa Regatta Pro, in order to operate, needs that on the Apple device was installed
6.1.x version of the operating system or later.
Below is a complete list of devices that support it:
iPod Touch: 4 generation; 5 generation;
iPhone: 3GS; 4; 4S; 5C; 5S; 6; 6Plus.
iPad: iPad2; iPad 3 generation; iPad 4 generation; iPad Air
iPad mini; iPad mini Air.
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LayLine page: available informations.
In this new page is a summary of all
the data needed to support the tactical
navigator in selecting the best strategy
to reach the course mark selected.

Set: current direction from north
Drift: current speed in knots
BRG: route to the selected mark
Dist: distance to selected mark
TimeToLL: time to laylines sailing on port tack and on starboard tack.
Dist.ToLL: distance to laylines sailing on port tack and on starboard tack.
CourseToSail: Course sailing on port tack and on starboard tack using current and leeway.
TimeToNextMark: time to next mark laylines, sailing on port tack and on starboard tack.
Target BS: Target Boat Speed and target angle.
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LayLine page: available informations (follows).

Active mark
(L2 in this example)
Gren and Red continuos lines are
the mark laylines
Boat

L2: active mark name

Green and Red dotted lines
represent the route sailing on
twa_target

< : press to select previous mark in the route
> :press to select next mark in the route
: Downwind leg

White dotted line represent the
Course Over Ground

: Windward leg
TWD: True Wind Direction
TWS: True Wind Speed
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Create waypoints.
The first thing you need to do in order to take
advantage of the laylines data is to insert
buoys coordinates.
This creates a list of waypoints from which
then you will go to tap in to build your route.
Waypoints are stored in areas so
to facilitate research.
Within each area, waypoints are displayed in
alphabetical order.
The default Area W/L (windward/leeward), contain the mark P and S from the start procedure,
windward and leeward mark.
Mark P and S are automatically updated whenever you fix them in the start page.
Mark W could be inserted given Bearing and Distance from mark S, or alternatively with
Latitude-Longitude;
Mark L could be inserted given Bearing and Distance from mark W, or alternatively with
Latitude-Longitude;
N.B. In this area is not possible to insert or delete any waypoint.
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Create new waypoint areas.
By clicking on the "Add area" opens the popup where you can enter the name of the
area you want to add.
Press ‘Save’ to confirm or ‘Cancel’ to exit
without saving.
N.B. Storing user points for areas, facilitates
their search under construction of the route.

For example, typing ' ancona ' and then
pressing ' Save ', you will find the new Area
under the W/L
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Insert a waypoint into an area.

Now that you have created your new Area, as you enter the waypoints?
With a slight pressure on the area's name, this will become dimmed;

With the button ' Add WPT ' you can now add a Waypoint on the inside.
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Waypoint Data.
‘Add WPT’ button opens the waypoint
data.
Once you have inserted all of the fields,
by pressing ' Save&Return ' returns to
the previous page and you see the new
waypoint entered in the membership
area.

Usually you create a waypoint using the geographical coordinates, latitude and longitude
There is, however, also the possibility to create a new waypoint starting from an existing
one, simply assigning data BRG and DIST from this.
N.B. data ‘Latitude’ e ‘Longitude’ have format GGMM.DDDD, that is,
GG=degrees; MM=minutes; DDDD=tenths of minutes.
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Create a waypoint using BRG e DIST.

Wanting to enter a new waypoint from waypoint 2, knowing that it is, for example, 5 miles
away with 325 degrees of bearing, proceed as follows:
•first of all, you select the area in which to enter the new waypoint, ‘Ancona’ in the example;
•select the starting waypoint, ‘2’ for example;
•press ‘Add WPT’ to open the waypoint data window.
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Create a waypoint using BRG e DIST (follow).
Unlike the previous case, after the name
of the waypoint, you are prompted to
insert the data of BRG and DIST.

Saving the new waypoint, the system
will automatically recalculate the
geographical coordinates of the same.
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Editing waypoint.

By pressing the key
you can edit the waypoint data.
It open the Waypoint data page in LAT,LON mode, so you can change either the name and
the coordinates.
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Editing waypoint.

You can either move a waypoint by giving BRG and DIST from the actual position:
1.
2.
3.
4.

touch the cell of the waypoint you want to move, the background becomes gray;
Press the key
in order to enter the editing in BRG,DIST mode;
set BRG and DIST from actual position;
Save & Return.
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Create a route.
By pressing the button ' EDIT Route ' will
open a window with the active route and the
total length of the route.
For each waypoint is indicated the distance
and course from the previous one.
If this is your first time accessing this dialog
box, the table will be empty.

In addition to the data on the active route,
the page contains four buttons:
+ : to add waypoints to the route;
: to cancel the entire route;
Edit : to edit the route;
Save&Return : to save the route and return
to the previous page.
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Add waypoints to the route.
The window on the right displays the points
already present in our route.
To add more just scroll the list to the left on
the area of interest and click on the desired
waypoint.
You can do multiple selections.
After the selection, press 'Save' to return to
the previous page.

The new points are appended to the existing list.
If we need to change the order in the route, we need to exit and save the data and use
Edit from the management page of the route.
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Editing active route.
Pressing the button 'Edit', we can manage
the active route by moving or deleting the
waypoint.
Pressing the button
you can drag a
waypoint up or down in the list.
Releasing it, it stores the new order.

If you want to remove a point from the
route, just press on the symbol
and it will appear on the right the ' Delete
' button.
Press ‘Delete’ to confirm the erasure or
press on
to cancel the operation.
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Delete Active Route.
If you want to completely erase the active
route, just press the trash at the bottom right
and you will get a pop-up window asking
confirmation.
‘Yes’ to cancel.
‘No’ to return without cancel.
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To set a mark at the boat position.
If the estimated position of a mark, for
example, inserted with BRG and DIST, is
not accurate, you can relocate it as you
round it.
Holding down for a second the button with
the name of the buoy, it will open a popup with the request 'Set active mark to
boat'?

To replace the mark at the boat position
press 'Replace';
Press 'Cancel' to undo the change.
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Use the current in LayLines calculation.
Normally, the program calculates the laylines
using the target angles , with the addition of
the leeway angle calculated as a function of
the true wind speed and true wind angle.
In fact, the fields 'Course to Sail' are
significantly different from Opposite Tack and
Heading that do not take account of this
essential lateral movement of the boat.

If we notice the presence, on the race course, of a not negligible current, we can enable it's
calculation by simply pressing the 'Set' at the top left of the page.
A window will pop-up asking whether you want to or not to use the current in the calculations
of the lay line.
‘Yes’ = use the current
‘No’ = do not use the current
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Laylines calculation using SET and DRIFT.
Once you have chosen to use the current, the
fields 'Set' and 'Drift' respectively indicate the
direction and intensity of the same.
The labels ‘TimeToLL’ e ‘CourseToSail’ will be
modified accordingly .

N.B. The calculated value of the current depends strongly on the level of precision of the
input data from the instruments. If even only one of the sensors, including log and compass,
are not accurately calibrated, or the GPS does not have a good precision, the values of
current can be very diverted from reality and consequently the calculation of laylines instead
of becoming more precise, worsens .
It is recommended, therefore, to keep an eye on the values Set and Drift and possible
oscillation at each took their boat handling, ie if tacking or jibing we note that the current
changes direction and / or intensity in a major way, then there is an instrumental error and
the information is not reliable. It is recommended, in this case, to exclude from the
calculation.
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Advanced Settings

Once you have entered the ‘Settings’ page, in the PRO version it is now possible to set the
distance of the GPS antenna from the bow, to have the maximum precision in calculating the
distance from the line in the starting procedure. The data to be entered is, distance of the
GPS antenna from the extreme bow and distance from the ship centre.
At this point we will always have the indication of the line starting from the extreme bow.
N.B. If the boat is equipped with a bowsprit, set the distance from the end of it, as this
constitutes an extension of the hull for the purposes of the regulation.
It is also possible to set the maximum leeway angle of the boat in order to obtain a precise
indication of current and laylines. if this information is not available, leave the default value,
which is 5 degrees.

Advanced Settings

Once you enter the page 'Settings' in the PRO version, you can now set the distance from the
bow of the GPS antenna, for maximum precision in the calculation of the distance from the
line in the starting procedure. The data to be entered are the GPS antenna away from the
extreme bow and distance from the center line.
At this point, we will always have an indication of the starting line from the bow.
N.B. If the boat is equipped with a fixed bowsprit, set the distance from the extreme of the
same, as this is an extension of the hull for the purposes of the Regulation.
You can also set the maximum leeway angle of the boat in order to get a precise indication
on the current and laylines. if you do not have this information, leave the value set by default,
which is equal to 5 degrees.
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